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The Tools

● Perpetual Access Rights - Ebooks tracker
● LC Call Number Harvester
● COUNTER 5.1 Usage Harvester

Common principles:
● open source (MIT license)
● python code, with executables for Windows, Mac (also runs in Linux)

○ no budget to "register" apps, scary warnings 
● apps should NOT stray into your OS beyond your own account/app folders
● use sqlite local database to store data

○ what is sqlite? 
○ recommend dbeaver to interact directly with them (Win/Mac/Linux)



Ebook rights tracker

● Purpose: provide a storage and search tool for checking if you have perpetual 
access rights for a given ebook on a given platform

○ Use case: you lose access to a book, and need to verify your rights to 
make the case to the platform's customer service to regain access

● KBESC work on standard spreadsheet format for CRKN-licensed ebooks
● Desktop app - actually two of them!
● Apps support your own local spreadsheets too (must follow CRKN format)
● Stores data in sqlite local database
● Entirely desktop - no server required
● Both versions written in python
● Both versions offer French or English interface
● Both versions have you choose your institution during first run



Ebook rights tracker

Spreadsheet format to ingest (KBESC)



Ebook rights tracker app 1
https://github.com/CS-4820-Library-Project/Ebook_Perpetual_Access_Tracking
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Ebook rights tracker app 2
https://github.com/CS-4820-Library-Project/EPAT_Team8



Ebook rights tracker app 2

Settings screen
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LCC Harvester
https://github.com/CS-4820-Library-Project/LibraryMetadataHarvester_Team5

● Purpose: find LC Call Numbers (LCCs) for ebooks for collection analysis
● LCCs = much greater granularity than typical broad subject categories 

provided by vendors
● LCCs: different platforms offer different subject category schemas in their 

proprietary reports for you - this gives apples-to-apples comparison
● Given a list of ISBNs, use a combination of APIs and Z39.50 to find an 

appropriate LCC for use with that book
○ To use the Google API, you need to provide a free API key
○ To use Z39.50, you also need to install the open source "yaz-client"
○ Functionality to webscrape Blacklight catalogues but for legal reasons not 

populated by default



LCC Harvester
● Stores data in sqlite database, and uses first
● You choose which sources to use, prioritize
● Outputs the results into a tsv (tab-delimited) file suitable for combining with 

other spreadsheets (eg COUNTER usage reports)
● You can add additional Z39.50 targets and Blacklight OPAC webscrape 

targets
● Disclaimer - some ISBNs can't be matched to an LC from any of your 

"targets" - may have to find some manually
● Brief explanation of why OCLC API not included

○ App also offers OCN options (use, find) but limited because of that API problem
● Contact me for "seed" data from previous similar projects (too huge for github)









Output file example (tsv)



COUNTER 5.1 Usage Harvester

● Final version delayed - expected done by end of summer
○ 5.1 compatibility problem - no live vendor servers to test against yet
○ Expect 5.1 COUNTER reports starting January 2025
○ App handles 5.0 and 5.1 data

● Desktop app uses COUNTER Metrics API (formerly "SUSHI")
● Retrieves main reports, standard views, custom main reports (filters & attributes)
● Generates tsv files exactly according to COUNTER report standards
● Simple title/issn/isbn search included, outputs tsv of all matching data across all platforms
● Stores data in an sqlite database that combines across platforms for more complex queries
● Also retrieves Title Reports with the YOP (Year of Publication) attribute expanded
● Useful tools for managing your vendor credentials data, and basic password option for the 

vendor table
● Provides log file for troubleshooting, reporting issues to COUNTER/vendor

COUNTER 5.1 official docs: https://cop5.projectcounter.org/en/5.1/

COUNTER official website (new!): https://www.countermetrics.org/

https://cop5.projectcounter.org/en/5.1/
https://www.countermetrics.org/
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COUNTER 5.1 Usage Harvester

More use situations:
● EBA spendouts - when you have that book in an EBA and also other 

platforms, useful to see total use of that title
● Subscription title removals (EBSCO, Proquest), considering purchasing 

before lost access - can check usage across both subscriptions (esp. if 
book is being lost from both)

● DR data: Determine user preferences for platforms (databases) including 
discovery layer vs native database platforms

● Similar for journals in different sub packages, publisher sites



Using the tools together
How you might use combinations of these for collections analysis

Scenario 1: see if you have a lot of book turnaways in certain subject areas 

● Use the COUNTER harvester to pull all of your TR_B2 "denials" data over 
whatever usage time period is of interest

● Use a simple sqlite query to pull the ISBNS into a simple text file (and do again to 
create a tsv file with additional info, eg titles, YOP, publisher, platform, etc.)

● Run the ISBN list against the LCC Harvester to create the ISBN-LCC output file
● Use Excel/etc. to put both output files into a spreadsheet then "vlookup" to join the 

denials data with the LCCs
● Use pivot table or your other favorite spreadsheet tools to produce a useful 

summary



Using the tools together
Scenario 2: analyze your perpetual access holdings by subject areas for gaps

● Use one of the Ebook tools to get all of your PAR data into its sqlite database 
across all platforms

● Use a simple sqlite query to pull the ISBNS into a simple text file
● Run the ISBN list against the LCC Harvester to create the ISBN-LCC output file
● Use Excel/Google Sheets/LibreOffice to put both output files into a spreadsheet 

then "vlookup" to join the PAR data with the LCCs
● Use pivot table or your other favorite spreadsheet tools to produce a useful 

summary



Using the tools together
How could this help your collections analysis (or even information literacy 
instruction)?

● If the data shows your collection leans on non-PAR titles (EBA, DDA, 
subscription) heavily in certain subject areas with high use, maybe 
increase budget for e-books in those areas?  Or the reverse? Add more 
funds to purchase more PAR titles in areas heavily used?

● Are there patterns by subject and usage across different 
vendors/publishers that you purchase PAR on? Might reflect librarian 
choices OR patron choices. For instance, if psychology users tend to use 
the ebooks you purchase or license on Vendor 1 much more per-title than 
Vendor 2, might reflect information literacy training experiences 
emphasizing certain platforms, or faculty recommendations to students, 
or even quality of content for your program by publisher/vendor?  



Using the tools together
How could this help your collections analysis (or even information literacy 
instruction)?

● Compare big ebook subscription packages by usage/subjects (for 
dept-budget cost-sharing?)

● COUNTER data includes publisher for books on aggregate platforms, so 
you can evaluate for a given publisher (again by subject if needed) if 
usage is better on the "native" publisher platform vs various aggregators. 

○ eg. Should I buy my PAR for Springer books on EBSCO/Proquest or Springer's own? 

Can you think of more uses? Let your imagination run wild! Share your ideas!



Question about future projects

Would it be useful to have an app that could ingest COUNTER data reports you 
retrieved manually into an sqlite database rather than using this API harvester?

Would it be useful to have a single desktop app that combined these three, or any 
two of them?

Would it be useful to look at combining Google Analytics or other proprietary 
vendor data (eg searches by title/issn in your A-Z list) with your COUNTER data 
into a single sqlite database? Specific ones, eg EBSCO and Proquest have 
detailed proprietary usage reports?  KBART files?


